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Thursday, January 31, 2019
12:30 p.m.—I meet the Elevation 1049 team for a pre-opening lunch meeting with Neville
Wakefield, the co-founder and co-curator and longtime collaborator and friend. I also greet the
LUMA Foundation’s managing director, head of communications and our producer of projects.
Honestly couldn’t wish for a better group to work with. We meet at the Posthotel, one of my
favorite and oldest hotels in Gstaad to discuss logistics, advice, ideas and realities for the
coming opening weekend: We have 11 artists and over 270 guests confirmed, so the logistics are
intense. Over laughs, I also mention that last night I had to send my father on a rescue mission
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with a shovel to save Neville and the artist Doug Aitken. After a long flight in from Los Angeles,
their car got stuck in a snow ditch trying to get a sneak preview of Aitken’s heralded sculpture
Mirage Gstaad under the moonlight. Everyone got out safely in the end, but definitely a grand
arrival!

2 p.m.—I then drive over to Saanen, the neighboring village, to check in on Marie Karlberg, a
Swedish-Iraqi artist based in New York City. We met at a dinner in Rome last year. Marie is now
in the storefront space of a turn-of-the-century traditional Swiss house in the heart of the
village, installing her knock-off paintings by male artists, such as Christopher Wool’s Untitled
(You Make Me), which she kindly offers me as a gift for after the show, as well as hanging a
work by Günther Förg. She runs through her piece with me, playing back the audio she will be
performing tomorrow. I give her a hug and tell her to call me, and that I will see her later this
evening at the artists’ dinner at the Rössli restaurant in Feutersoey which Maja Hoffmann will
be co-hosting with Francesca Thyssen Bornemisza, founder and chairwoman of TBA21, the art
initiative.

3 p.m.—I walk over
to the Landhaus
Hotel across the
street to pick up
Zhana Ivanova, a
Bulgarian
performance artist,
to bring her to her
site at the Alpina
Hotel lobby in
Gstaad and discuss
her piece and her
creative needs for
the performance:
three glasses—two
with Coca-Cola , one

whiskey, done. Zhana recently presented her work at the Kunsthalle in Basel and is now getting
ready to direct Borrowed Splendour with us. She has never really shown her work in a context
not removed from the audience, but I suggested it might take on a different feel if the scene
feels part of its environment or landscape. She agrees to try it.

3:30 p.m.—I drive to where the artist Marianne Vitale has been building her replica of the
Queensboro Bridge in a woodshop outside of town. She was the first artist to arrive on site and
has been working tirelessly with the crew for days, so she is well underway and knows her way
around. They are now applying the final application of combustible liquid to the wood, and then
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will airlift early tomorrow morning for the mountains, where it will be placed on top of the
Eggli mountain by helicopter and eventually burned to ashes. I drive her back into Gstaad, we
have a quiet moment to catch up in the warmth of the car.

4 p.m.—I head over to Hauser & Wirth’s Gstaad exhibition space in Le Vieux Chalet, the
previous home of the infamous late Gunter Sachs. Perched high above Gstaad, it’s where an
exhibition of my grandfather Richard Scarry’s original illustrations will be on show for the
first time, a parallel program to Elevation 1049, with a reading by my father following
Isabel Lewis’s performance. This presentation will celebrate my grandfather’s centennial
where he resided and wrote most of his acclaimed books such as Busy, Busy Town. As we
prepared ourselves well ahead of time for it, I give myself two hours to install the show
with my father, Huck (named after Huckle Cat), and sister, Fiona (after Huckle’s mother,
Fiona Cat).

5 p.m.—Done. My brain is buzzing. Enjoyed fondue chinoise with artist Dominique
Gonzalez-Foerster, artist Hope Atherton, Noguchi Museum director Brett Littman, artist
Mirabelle Marden, artist Marianne Vitale and collector Martin Hatebur. After dinner, I
dropped friends and artists at the Palace Hotel Bar for a nightcap, and I continued home
knowing it was going to be a dense day to come.

***

Friday, February 1, 2019
7 a.m.—Up early at home this morning, I check the weather outside, as Elevation 1049 is so
reliant on the weather due to its outdoor, site-specific nature. It’s snowing thick flurries
luckily, although my car’s windshield is covered in ice and snow again.

8 a.m.—Put on a bright orange sweater to set the tone for the coming day and drive up to
meet Neville. We run through our talk for the press meeting this morning to discuss the
upcoming programming for the opening of this year’s Elevation 1049, entitled Frequencies,
which my father actually came up with.

9 a.m.—In the Palace Hotel lobby, Nev and I sip our third jasmine tea of the morning, running
through every single project and artist bio, and try to make sense of how we got here in the first
place—to at least give the press an understanding of how the project originated. It’s been nice
to touch base together, as Nev has been in the desert near Palm Springs the past few months
preparing for his next show, Desert X, which opens in a week. The cinematic view through the
large windows of the lobby onto the snow-covered Alpine landscape gives a sense of the calm
before the storm.

10 a.m.—Maja introduces us to the press as the curators of the project and asks us to describe
the project. Having never done this in the past years for Elevation 1049, Nev and I keep it short

WW
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and add in some
humor to it, too—
warning of nudity
in Isabel’s
performance, and
no spoken words
exchanged in
Zhana’s piece
(Neville’s favorite
way of
communicating,
he admits. I can
vouch). We then
get a chance to
also thank our
generous
sponsors this
year, like The
Store x Vinyl
Factory, whose
Mark Wadhwa
and his wife, Alex
Eagle, are in
attendance, and
Moncler, which
has given all the
artists a warm ski
jacket.

11 a.m.—First
stop is at Doug
Aitken’s sculpture

Mirage Gstaad, the form of which is very reminiscent of a ranch house of the American West
but in my mind is very much a chalet structure, too. The work will stay on view for next two
years—a major accomplishment in Gstaad, since most of the land is farm-owned and a
functioning agricultural landscape. Doug greets us by the sculpture. The journey to Mirage is
also part of the work, a meditative walk through the snow, up and down a valley, to reach the
vantage point. The snow has turned into sleet, but the gray light of the white sky reflected onto
the stainless-steel mirrored surface of Mirage makes it all the more interesting.

Marianne Vitale’s ‘Burned Bridge.’ PHOTO: ALESSANDRO FURCHINO CAPRIA FOR WSJ. MAGAZINE
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11:45
a.m.
—As
we
have
time
prior
to
the
lunc
heon
in
the
neig
hbor
ing

village called Saanen, I venture on taking 25 guests from New York, London and Paris on an
hour walk through the snow with my Italian greyhound leading the way. It’s a trail I have never
taken before, which adds to the adventure. Nothing like an ice-cold walk in the snow to knock
the jet lag.

1 p.m.—Lunch is at the Landhaus in a beautiful dining room with woodwork and frescoes.

2 p.m.
—
Marie
Karlb
erg’s
secon
d
perfor
manc
e
begin
s
across
the
street
. The

space is small enough to hold 20 people at a time, and about 100 are standing outside looking
through the windows from the street. Marie brings humor to her piece mocking art-world

Isabel Lewis’s performance piece ‘Poolside Pastoral.’ PHOTO: ALESSANDRO FURCHINO CAPRIA FOR WSJ. MAGAZINE
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tendencies with her new piece, The Artist Will Be in Attendance. The audience is amused and
cheer her on to redo her piece not twice but three times. In between performances I get to hang
out with her in the back room. Then I take a 15-minute coffee with my friend Hope Atherton, in a
local coffee shop nearby.

3 p.m.—Next performance is Naama Tsabaar’s Barricades. Having flown in from Israel but
based in New York, she is performing with singers from all parts of the world. The venue is
spectacular, a newly built airport hangar in wood with extremely high ceilings and an entire
wall front of glass looking onto the mountainscape. As an acoustic environment, it resonates.
The voices of the singers are bellowing, and the audience all sit or lie on the floor taking it in.

5 p.m.—On to Nina Beier’s automotive choreography of remote-controlled cars at the Alpina
Hotel parking lot. Nina then came for a site visit after New Year’s, at which point we had the
opportunity to spend 48 hours together and really soak up Gstaad and its unusualness.

6 p.m.
—We
then
walke
d up
the
steps
into
the
hotel
lobby,
where
250
guest
s
await

ed Zhana Ivanova’s Borrowed Splendour, an instructional scripted performance staged as a
cinematic mise-en-scène between three strangers. Banking off of some of her experience in
linguistics, as well as her earlier career as a police translator, Zhana presented us an encounter
between individuals whereby every movement emphasizes social exchange but not a word is
spoken. The energy of the crowd is great—laughter and focus.

7 p.m.—We descend into the GreenGo, the legendary nightclub of the Palace Hotel, where the
tales of wild nights with the likes of Elizabeth Taylor reverberate, and where The Return of the
Pink Panther with Peter Sellers was filmed. The feeling echoes through the preserved decor of
the 1970s: green carpeting, Plexi orange cascading lamps and circular mirrored disks
suspended from the ceiling. Dominique Gonzales-Foerster enters, in character, as Rachael from

Suzanne Ciani’s ‘Improvisation on Five Sequences.’ PHOTO: ALESSANDRO FURCHINO CAPRIA FOR WSJ. MAGAZINE
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the movie Blade Runner, incredible and impossible to recognize. The soundscape calls to mind
French electronic new wave, including a song written by the writer and philosopher Paul B.
Preciado. The concert, in my humble opinion, is killer, a transportative piece, both visually and
tonally. Off to dinner at the Chlösterli, one of the oldest and largest barns in Gstaad, which has
just reopened, for dinner. The evening is a success with everyone on the dance floor.

***

Saturday, February 2, 2019
9 a.m.—Early start on little sleep. I need to install my new sculpture at Le Vieux Chalet at
Hauser & Wirth, which just arrived this morning from Venice. The work is an original Eileen
Gray stainless-steel floor lamp for which I have customized the glass bulb into a skin-tone pink
light when it’s on, and when it’s off, it turns back to its original white. The gallery suggests
placing it in the entrance hall by a pink and gray Philip Guston abstract painting—perfect.
Running late, though, as my car is now frozen from the inside!

10
a.m.—
The
guest
s
arrive
early
and
are
escort
ed to
the
legen
dary
Gunte
r

Sachs swimming pool, which includes wall frescoes, original turn-of-the-century woodwork
and a cascading fountain concealing a grotto, a bar and an incredible wall of windows with a
view of the snowy mountains. Isabel’s new site-specific choreography, Poolside Pastoral, is
already well under way with 13 dancers in the nude, swimming and dancing to the music of Pulp
Fiction and reading poetry from their iPhones from the 15th century to the present day.

11 a.m.—Packed into my Yves-Klein-blue car with Nev, the performance artist Cecilia Bengolea
and Garage editor-in-chief Mark Guiducci, I embark on one of the most dramatic and enchanted
roads up to the neighboring village of Lauenen. We’re off to listen to Suzanne Ciani’s new

Suzanne Ciani’s ‘Improvisation on Five Sequences.’ PHOTO: ALESSANDRO FURCHINO CAPRIA FOR WSJ. MAGAZINE
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composition, “Improvisation on Five Sequences” in a 16th-century church on the site where, as
I recently read, apparently coins from the Bronze Age were found years ago. Ciani, whom I first
heard perform in Donald Judd’s dining room in Marfa, has, I hear, the most anticipated
performance of the weekend, being a legend and pioneer of the early synthesizer culture that
developed in California in the 1960s and ’70s. Ciani was one of the few women artists in the
then male-dominated nascent world of electronic music. Now she’s a five-time Grammy
nominee.

12:30 p.m.—Time for lunch at the oldest stübli in Lauenen!

2:30 p.m.—Drove back to Saanen and was fortunate to get a seat at artist Liz Magic Laser’s and
Cori Kresge’s (overbooked!) guided experience at the Saanen Airport Hangar, which is
punctured inside by bunkers storing data collected from all around the world. The view is
breathtaking, with the backdrop of the snowy Alps and planes landing and taking off in in front
us. Twenty of us, including Maja next to me, were instructed by Cori, a performer and healing
practitioner, to sit on rolling black-leather office chairs and face the wall of windows. The
experience lasted around 45 minutes—a dynamic exploration of breath, sight and touch to
radically reimagine our relationship to our phones, computers and TV screens. Our view of the
mountains became our “screensavers” as we were instructed to touch the glass of the airport
hangar that separated us from reality. Liz’s exploration of biohacking included a series of
meditative visualizations with eye masks on, and we were given liquid natural enhancers—
which apparently are all the rage in Silicon Valley to increase focus. Very welcome restful
moment after last night.

Liz Magic Laser’s and Cori Kresge’ s ‘User Friendly’ live performance (2 iterations) PHOTO: ALESSANDRO FURCHINO CAPRIA
FOR WSJ. MAGAZINE
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7:30 p.m.—After sunset drinks
with Doug, I have 30 minutes to
go home and dress warmly for
the evening performance at the
Eggli mountain. We head up in a
gondola under the starry sky to
the top to view Marianne Vitale’s
Burned Bridge. The replica of the
Queensboro Bridge is seven
meters long and is lit only by the
moon, and brought a piece of
New York to Gstaad, quite
literally for me. It’s been my
reality these past years,
travelling between the two
places, and with the artist site
visits back and forth for the
years of Elevation 1049. We
gathered by the incredible fire

against the pitch black and blue sky. It felt very ceremonial.

11:30 p.m.—A real highlight to end the weekend: dancing at the Château de Rougemont, the
private castle of Tatiana de Pahlen in a village close to Gstaad. Hosted by gallerist and friend
Victoire de Pourtales and L’Officiel Art, we arrived in the outdoor court of the castle around
midnight and we danced until the early morning under the surreal sky of stars and snowfall. A
bonfire raged. It was an incredible evening to finish the opening weekend, one that I hope will
resonate in the Alps for many years to come.
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